nVent CADDY offers a range of custom to ready-made solutions to fit the unique needs of your project. Find out which one is right for you.

**DO YOU:**
- Want to rely on a quality product with a long-standing history of performance?
- Want to use nVent CADDY Components you know, love and trust but need quicker solutions?
- Want to use nVent CADDY Pre-Assembled Products to reduce time and waste while controlling for budget and inventory?
- Want to use nVent CADDY Full Prefab to provide a flexible, convenient and comprehensive solution to support even the most customized and labor restrictive jobs?
- Want to save time by reducing the amount of assembly required and expand your prefabrication capabilities?
- Need to increase productivity without hiring additional team members or adding man hours?
- Need a product that's easily identified onsite by installers, foremen and project managers?
- Do you meet your budget targets while controlling for inventory and maximizing productivity?
- Have large-scale projects that require customization or unique specifications?
- Have a prefab shop that can't keep up with demand as your workload increases?

**Contact nVent CADDY about specifying, designing or installing:**

**COMPONENTS**
Our customer-inspired premium quality nVent CADDY Components and solutions will elevate your experience on the job while saving you time and money.

- Our most innovative industry solutions from nVent CADDY designed to meet evolving needs on the job site
- Upgrade to our new & improved versions of your favorite legacy nVent CADDY products
- Order any component individually
- Install more efficiently than competitive solutions making it easy to prefabricate complex assemblies

**PRE-ASSEMBLED PRODUCTS**
With nVent CADDY Pre-Assembled Products, you can win back valuable time on the job site otherwise spent assembling multi-part components.

- Standardize basic assemblies for common on-the-job installations
- Expedite installation while maintaining consistency & optimizing on-site skilled labor
- Partner with a distributor who can deliver & stock nVent CADDY assemblies and reduce your material management costs

**FULL PREFAB**
Our nVent CADDY Full Prefab offering provides a flexible, convenient and comprehensive solution to support even the most customized and labor restrictive jobs.

- Eliminate on-site assembly & reduce installation cost
- Design, assemble & ship by floor to mitigate excess inventory & accommodate change orders
- Configure assemblies depending on your project type & schedule
- Design to project specifications

**Need more?**
- Install more efficiently than competitive solutions making it easy to prefabricate complex assemblies
- Standard Prefab Assemblies: Readily available nVent CADDY SKUs that typically include:
  - Standard Box or nVent CADDY Open Back Box
  - Standard mud ring or adjustable mud ring
  - Specific nVent CADDY bracket solutions (This category includes nVent CADDY All-In-One Assemblies)
- Custom Prefab Assemblies: Customized assemblies typically include:
  - Standard Prefab Assembly with added devices and/or cable
  - Customized assembly based on specific need

Rely on nVent CADDY to scale with your projects by providing advanced, prefabrication assemblies that are UL-listed, designed to your project specifications, and assembled in a controlled environment to create maximum efficiency.

nVent.com/CADDY